
Date : 10/12/2012 2:21:17 PM
From : "Maclean, Heather"
To : "Maclean, Heather" 
Subject : Fw: Update

------Original Message------
From: Charles Bown
To: Jerome Kennedy
Cc: Heather Maclean
Subject: Update
Sent: Oct 11, 2012 6:24 PM

Had a call with Paul Wilson and he is ok to send a final DG3 paper on our request.  The wind paper has been edited to reflect comments sent back by us and nalcor. 
He wants to review it one more time tonite and will send the draft paper tomorrow morning.

Brian T advised today (as you did) that we could be announcing a debate date next week or the week following but in any event, no later than Wednesday, Oct 25. 
This would see the MHI report going out late next week or late the week following.

I raised this timing with Paul Wilson and the need for him to be in St. Johns for either of those dates. He advised that he was planning to be in Nigeria for the next two
weeks.  I asked if he could delay or shorten his trip and I'm waiting for a reply.  A firm date for release would be helpful to aid in his planning.

I spoke to Ed Kallio about the LNG and pipeline papers.  He's going to use the $800m regas cost which includes $130m for a pipeline from Southern Harbour in
Placentia Bay.  He advises that you wouldn't ship into HR because of the ice risk and that Placentia Bay already has the tanker traffic piloting protocols.  This total
cost is consistent with numbers discussed with WM today.

He's making edits to the LNG paper and also the Pipeline paper as we discussed.  He's also started on the simplified charts and Key Messages that he will send in the
form of a presentation deck.

The updated papers are expected mid next week and the charts/messages by the end of the week.

I've advised David Barrowman and Bob Fleck that we would like a letter from WM noting that they've reviewed the Ziff reports and for them to comment on the
reasonableness of the analysis and the conclusions.  In order to supply this letter, they'll no doubt want to see the final reports from Ziff.  There's no reason why we
can't have this letter by the end of next week.

Charles

Sent Via BlackBerry
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